Hula Girls
April
17th

Hula Girl is a true story set in the 60s. Stricken by the recession due to the adoption of oil as a primary energy resource, the charcoal mine of Joban, in Iwaki city, decides to relay on tourism and to use the hot springs on its territory to create the ‘Joban Hawaiian Center’, spa resort and theme park of Hawaiian inspiration. To fulfill this project, the mine direction creates a hula dance troop, facing the incredulity and even the opposition of the majority of the population.

5:30PM TO 8:00PM
AT FORD HALL 122 (THEATER)
*The day before the Lu‘au by Hawaii Club!

Japanese Movie Night -Keep Up TOHOKU!-

GOLDEN SLUMBER
April
24th

When easy-going Aoyagi meets an old friend for a fishing trip, he ends up drugged, framed for the Prime Minister’s assassination, and on the run from corrupt cops. It’s only the beginning of what quickly becomes the worst, weirdest day of his life. But he’ll get by with a little help from his friends, who include a famous pop diva, a rockabilly deliveryman, a crippled old gangster, and the world’s most cheerful serial killer. Among the many puzzles of this twisty, clever film is how Hakamura manages to sneak a genuinely moving tribute to friendship into the madcap procession of perilous events. No matter what befalls Aoyagi, his friends and parents believe in him because of his steadfast, almost irrational pleasantness.

5:30pm to 8:00pm
At Walton 134 Smart Classroom